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This commentary on Schönbrodt et al. (2022) and Gärtner et al. (2022) aims at complementing the ideas regarding an implementation of DORA for the domain of teaching. As there is neither a comprehensive assessment system based on empirical data nor a competence model for teaching competencies available, yet, we describe some pragmatic ideas for indicators of good teaching and formulate desiderates for future research programs and validation.
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Schönbrodt et al. (2022) and Gärtner et al. (2022) have written two target papers (TP1 and TP2, respectively) to advance an implementation of DORA regarding a more quality-based research assessment. We welcome these proposals and would like our commentary to complement them with thoughts on meaningful assessment of teaching. As both target papers, we focus on the situation of hiring and promotion in psychology.

To date, there is no comprehensive assessment system based on empirical data for the area of teaching or teaching competencies. It would be desirable to first develop a competence model for the area of university teaching, to adapt this in turn in a differentiated manner for different disciplines and contexts, and then to define criteria for the assessment of individual teaching competence with reference to this model. However, since hiring processes need to be improved rather sooner than later and this is an undertaking that can neither be realized in a short time nor by individual actors, we have focused in our following commentary on pragmatic indicators for the assessment of teaching.

These can be used as an intermediate step, as they are intended to help systematize the assessment of teaching in the short term, based on the information that is often already available or very easy to provide in application and hiring processes.

First, we describe how the problem of implementing valid measures of teaching quality differs from the facet of research. Thereafter, we propose pragmatic ideas for indicators of good teaching as first steps towards a more systematic and quality-based teaching assessment. Finally, some desiderates are specified for future research programs on higher education teaching quality and on the validation of our pragmatic indicators.

In contrast to the indicators available for the assessment of research quality which both target papers utilize, the assessment of teaching cannot rely on quality control to be carried out in prior steps to the same extent (e.g., by peer review). In the case of successfully acquired third-party funding and published manuscripts, the assessment of quality was performed by experts and aggregates of their appraisals are used as indicators in hiring and promotion. Such a system has not emerged for teaching. Using mere listings of courses taught does not contain any information about their quality, thus not providing insight into the academic valor of candidates. As such, it is merely an indicator of the characteristics of the positions previously held by a candidate. With regard to the lack of expert evaluation, even the results of student course evaluations, which are frequently listed as evidence, cannot be considered a substitute due to numerous possibilities of bias (Kornell & Hausman, 2016; Zabaleta, 2007). Therefore, the consideration of indicators for "activities in teaching" always requires an evaluation of their quality as well – analogous to the concrete exemplary attempt by Gärtner et al. (2022) in TP2. However, a uniform scheme for such an evaluation might be much more difficult to develop for the field of teaching, since local conditions and subject cultures have an important influence on the design of teaching even within psychology.

Currently, there are no established, quantifiable metrics or even indicators (cf. TP1; Wilsdon et al., 2015) for assessing output in teaching, such as the H-index. However, there are widely established practices for assessing teaching quality, e.g., in the context of hiring processes for permanent positions, that are equally questionable in terms of usefulness and quality: Usually, results of student teaching evaluations are referred to
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As only evidence of teaching quality. Sometimes this is supplemented by a short teaching concept, occasionally also as part of a more comprehensive teaching portfolio, which then includes evidence of higher education didactic qualification or teaching awards. In principle, it is also possible and applied at some universities to ask for a teaching lecture or teaching samples as part of the job interview procedure for a permanent position (Meizlish & Kaplan, 2008). While these allow for quality assessment by peers and experts, they are often of limited standardization. Additionally, they are too broad in scope with regards to content while also being too narrow in the actual sample that is generated (e.g., a 20-minute sample lecture cannot appropriately depict competencies in activating teaching over the course of an entire semester).

While we believe that indicators for teaching quality currently used in hiring and promotion in psychology are not appropriate, there are enough possible data sources for assessing teaching performance and complementary ideas. Thus, we propose possible indicators below and describe our thoughts for an assessment of teaching competence based on these data sources and indicators.

**Description of possible indicators**

**Phase 1: Screening of previous work**

In line with what is called “negative selection” in TP1 (p. 6, Figure 2), we propose an initial screening of previous work related to teaching. Of the possible data sources, published textbooks are perhaps most in line with the indicators proposed for the assessment of research qualifications. They undergo previous quality control and have readily quantifiable impact (e.g., citations, sales numbers). For the most part, this is also true for chapter contributions to textbooks. Further, published research on own teaching (following the so-called “scholarship of teaching and learning” approach, e.g., Hutchings et al., 2011) can also count as publications that inform about the merits in teaching. Additionally, as is done for research, third party funding for teaching projects should be used as an indicator of the willingness and ability to actively develop new approaches for teaching in higher academia. A third source of information, much less easy to quantify than the previous two, are open educational resources (OER), which have been identified as a key contributor to UNESCO’s Sustainable Development Goals (UNESCO, 2019) and are bound to be of increasing importance in modern approaches to teaching. These may range from material that is of textbook style and quality to more experimental and interactive materials such as ShinyApps or entire custom-built websites. Because these often do not undergo an editorial process involving external feedback, the quality of these must be assessed individually during this phase. In terms of more “traditional” teaching materials, most courses are accompanied by online materials (often provided via a platform such as Moodle). These materials allow insight into structure, depth of content, use of diverse didactic methods, and the provision of additional in-depth information for a course taught in the past. This information may be supplemented by a written statement about the ideas underlying the design of the course.

A final area of previous work is additional didactic qualification, often represented by participation and certification of post-graduate academic development programs. Within the last decades, such programs have been widely implemented in many higher education institutions around the world (International Consortium for Educational Development (ICED), 2014) and such certifications are easy to assess and use as indicators. However, it should be kept in mind that the scope of qualification offered may vary depending on the location.

It is important to note that these suggestions we provide here should not be limited to traditional courses at universities, but should also include workshops and other forms of teaching. Workshops are often taught on a voluntary basis and aimed at teaching PhD students – therefore information about their quality may meaningfully supplement the picture generated by information about teaching undergraduates.

**Phase 2: In-depth analysis of teaching quality**

In line with “positive selection” of TP1 (p. 6, Figure 2), we also propose a second phase that inspects the teaching quality in addition to quantitative indicators.

To assess quality of teaching, we propose to first define different aspects of teaching that should be assessed. As a comprehensive model of higher education teaching competences is missing, we suggest as a starting point to use the subfacets of pedagogical/psychological knowledge (Baumert & Kunter, 2013). Since this model originated in the school context, it will certainly be necessary to make additions to the subfacets for higher education. For example, knowledge of conversation and supervision may be crucial for consulting of students, but also advising theses.

Further, we propose to make use of the concept of constructive alignment (Biggs, 1996) that postulates good teaching should start from the definition of intended learning outcomes which in turn should be aligned to the teaching and learning activities and to the assessment.
The candidates that were positively assessed in phase 1 can be invited to provide a detailed teaching concept for a previously taught course or a new one. Candidates should then elaborate on teaching objectives, didactic approach, content structure, examination form and questions. To complement the picture, candidates can present a teaching lecture or a teaching sample and — more important — an in-depth discussion and reflection of the teaching quality in defined subfacets. Situational interview questions can be used, for example "Using XY as an example, outline a) how you design teaching and exams and b) the extent to which you align teaching objectives, teaching/learning arrangements, and exams."

Closing remarks

In this commentary, we outlined the difficulties in assessing teaching quality for hiring and promotion in psychology in relation to research quality. In addition, we propose a two-phase design which hiring committees could implement easily to improve the hiring process. Similar to TP1 and TP2, phase 1 focuses more on the quantitative aspects of previous work, while phase 2 allows an in-depth evaluation of teaching quality. Given that no model of higher education teaching competences exists yet, we propose several possible indicators, which can be used for assessing teaching quality in the meantime and which we consider to be an improvement in hiring and promotion compared to the status quo. However, we would like to stress that these indicators need to be empirically evaluated and assessed in terms of how well they actually reflect the quality of teaching. In addition, the predictive validity of these indicators about future teaching quality needs to be researched. We urge researchers in this field to take up the task of developing a scientific model of teaching competencies, so that the academic hiring processes can be further improved. Nevertheless, we consider this exchange and dialogue a promising sign for initiating actual change and an improvement in the assessment of candidates in psychology.
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